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Protestants, the Liberal State, and the Practice of 
Politics: Revisiting R.J. Fleming and the 1890s
Toronto Streetcar Controversy*

MARGUERITE VAN DIE

Abstract

Through the lens of R. J. Fleming, Irish Methodist businessman, alderman,
and four times mayor of Toronto in the 1890s, this paper re-examines the
moral reform campaigns of middle-class Protestants described by
Christopher Armstrong and H. V. Nelles in their now classic study, The
Revenge of the Methodist Bicycle Company (1977). Instead of looking
at the Sunday car issue from the perspective of the promoters and as evidence
of secularization, it presents as a case study Fleming’s conflicted and contro-
versial role as an evangelical politician confronted with a divisive moral
and religious issue within the late nineteenth-century liberal state. Scholarly
debates on the process of secularization in late nineteenth-century Canada
have given little attention to the influence of the timing and nature of the
country’s political arrangements and have thus neglected the contradictions
and tensions devout politicians faced within the new state and social order.
This paper argues the need to make an important but often overlooked dis-
tinction between political and social secularization. With close attention to
detail, it examines Fleming as an “evangelical modernizer” who as a
politician had to maintain the neutrality of the state and at the same time
address the concerns of a religious constituency that feared a favourable vote
on Sunday cars would lead to social secularization.

Résumé

Par le prisme de R. J. Fleming, homme d’affaires méthodiste d’origine
irlandaise, conseiller municipal et maire de Toronto élu à quatre reprises
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dans les années 1890, le présent article jette un nouveau regard sur les
campagnes de réforme morale des protestants de la classe moyenne décrites
par Christopher Armstrong et H. V. Nelles dans leur désormais célèbre
étude The Revenge of the Methodist Bicycle Company (1977). Au
lieu d’examiner la question de la circulation de tramways le dimanche
du point de vue des défenseurs de cette idée et d’une attestation de la
sécularisation, il fait une étude de cas du rôle conflictuel et controversé
de Fleming à titre d’homme politique évangélique confronté à une
pomme de discorde sur le plan moral et religieux dans l’État libéral de la
fin du XIXe siècle. Les débats savants sur la sécularisation à la fin du
XIXe siècle au Canada se sont peu intéressés à l’influence du moment et
à la nature des arrangements politiques du pays et n’ont ainsi pas traité
des contradictions et des tensions entre le nouvel État et l’ordre social avec
lesquelles les hommes politiques dévots ont dû composer. Cet article
avance qu’il faut faire une distinction importante, mais souvent négli-
gée, entre la sécularisation politique et sociale. Avec le souci du détail, il
examine Fleming sous l’angle d’un « modernisateur évangélique » qui, à
titre de politicien, devait assurer la neutralité de l’État tout en tenant
compte des préoccupations des électeurs religieux craignant qu’un vote
favorable aux tramways du dimanche entraîne la sécularisation sociale.

Few cities have debated the question of what constitutes urban well-
being as ardently as Toronto “the Good.” Where today the discussion
centres on such topics as public transit and gang-related violence, in
the 1890s the red-hot issue that brought citizens to the polls in
droves was whether or not the Toronto Railway Company should be
permitted to run its cars on Sundays. As part of a larger citizens’ con-
cern about municipal corruption and the need for reform, the story
has been told by Christopher Armstrong and H. V. Nelles in their
now classic and often entertaining study, The Revenge of the
Methodist Bicycle Company. It arrays the supporters of Sunday cars,
led by the city’s progressive businessmen and the Toronto Railway
Company, against a self-righteous evangelical Protestant middle
class, the “Saints,” alert to resist the march of progress and maintain
their waning influence within an industrializing city.1

This article focuses on a member of the latter group, Robert J.
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Fleming, who served as the city’s mayor in 1892, 1893, and 1897
when successive plebiscites were held to decide the Sunday car issue. A
Methodist and prohibitionist, Fleming has been depicted by
Armstrong and Nelles as continuing the unpopular moralistic
approach to civic reform of his predecessor William Howland, who
served as mayor in 1886 and 1887. In keeping with the perspective of
the World and Saturday Night, papers highly in favour of Toronto’s
“unbluing,” Fleming, the son of poor Irish immigrants, appears in
their account as “the people’s Bob,” a populist with dubious political
credentials, who naively facilitated the 1897 plebiscite that resulted
finally in the acceptance of Sunday streetcars. In so doing, he played a
central role in what they consider a victory for secularization in a mod-
ernizing, industrializing city.2 Drawing on some of their research, but
also on Fleming’s extensive collection of personal papers and such sup-
portive newspapers as the Globe, the Telegram, and the News (until
1893), this article offers a different perspective. Instead of looking at
the Sunday car issue from the viewpoint of the promoters, it presents
as a case study Fleming’s conflicted and controversial role as an evan-
gelical politician confronted with a divisive moral and religious issue
within the late nineteenth-century liberal state. Rather than an exam-
ple of urban modernization resulting in secularization, Toronto’s battle
over Sunday streetcars is seen as a pivotal moment of negotiation in a
liberal society in which church and state had become legally separate.

Until recently, discussions on the process of secularization in
late nineteenth-century Canada have given little attention to the
influence of the timing and nature of the country’s political arrange-
ments. The focus has primarily been on clergy and churches in
promoting or resisting theological change and advancing moral
issues such as Sunday observance and prohibition. Historians who
have interpreted their efforts as evidence of religious decline have fol-
lowed the classic secularization theory also used by Armstrong and
Nelles, in which modernization, in the form of new scientific and
biblical thought, and industrial capitalism and urbanization resulted
in secularization.3 Those challenging this reading have pointed to 
the ways clergy and theologians were able to re-articulate the faith 
in ways meaningful to a changed environment.4 What remained a
matter of debate, however, was the extent to which these efforts never -
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theless ultimately helped usher in today’s secular society. Commenting
on the “somewhat strained and inconclusive” nature of this debate,
Canadian historian Ian McKay has suggested that its focus be trans-
formed from ”secularization” to ”liberalization” and be incorporated
into a new analytical framework examining the gradual imposition
of a “liberal order” in Canada from the 1840s to the 1960s.5 A sus-
tained analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of a liberal order
framework for the historiography of religion in nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Canada is beyond the scope of this paper.6

Instead, as a preliminary probe, I follow the more modest proposal
to move the discussion of secularization to that of liberalization. This
suggestion dovetails well with current international historiography
that has challenged the “modernization as secularization” thesis by
placing religious change within the more long-term history of insti-
tutionalized Christianity or Christendom. Focusing on innovation as
well as on resistance, these studies have underscored the important
role of religious beliefs, practices, and institutions in the transition
from a pre-industrial to a modern society. In Canada, where atten-
tion has been primarily on Quebec, historians have demonstrated that
the Roman Catholic Church, assumed to be anti-modern, neverthe-
less maintained and extended its influence as a cultural institution
from the 1840s to the quiet revolution of the 1960s through such lib-
eral approaches as centralized administrative structures, economic
investments, innovative personal devotional prac tices, and political
arrangements with weak provincial governments.7 In re-examining
the multi-faceted engagement of religion with the state and the social
order, such studies have provided at least an entry into the broader
topic of the place of religion within a liberal order.8

With that in mind, this paper proposes that Toronto’s contro-
versy over Sunday streetcars and the role of its embattled mayor
provide important insight into evangelical engagement with an
urbanizing social order. Approached through the lens of Fleming’s
conflicted and controversial role as an evangelical politician facing a
divisive moral and religious issue, the story becomes not one of sec-
ularization but of liberalization, of a pivotal moment when
evangelicals were confronted with the constraints and the opportu-
nities of the liberal state.
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The British North America Act laid the foundation for a liberal
state based on a constitution and laws that promoted, in the words of
Janet Ajzenstadt, “equality, nondiscrimination, the rule of law, justice,
civil peace, and prosperity.”9 In matters religious the state was to be
neutral, protecting only the limited legal rights of religious minorities.
In understanding the neutrality and impartiality of a liberal state with
respect to religion, French sociologists of religion such as Micheline
Milot and Jean Beaubérot make a helpful distinction between laïcité
or political secularization and sécularisation or social secularization.
Though the two do at times converge, laïcité, or the political process
whereby the state affirms its independence from religion and protects
individual freedom of conscience, has often been confused with sécu-
larisation, the social process of the erosion of religion.10

Laïcité, in the form of church disestablishment, had been
achieved in Canada by the mid-nineteenth century, and middle-class
evangelicals had been among its most vocal and active supporters. As
religious voluntarists they had helped dismantle an elite state-sup-
ported church in the 1840s and promoted the liberal principle that
religion was a matter of personal spiritual experience and individual
conscience.11 The public role of religion, however, as part of a civil
society ordered according to the precepts of liberalism, still waited to
be defined.12 As proponents of liberalism’s core principles — the pri-
macy of the individual and the right to liberty, equality, and property
— evangelicals in the late nineteenth century were deeply enmeshed
in the cultural, political, and socio-economic construction of their
society.13 However, as discussions on a liberal order framework have
noted, not all who claimed a liberal identity emphasized its tenets in
the same way.14 Evangelicals were a case in point. Though firm advo-
cates of individual property rights, at times they did not hesitate to
counter these with a concern for the common good, an approach
that entailed both inconsistencies and ongoing updating.15

Convinced of the destructive impact of alcohol consumption on 
the family, they had no hesitation, for example, in depriving the 
individual of his or her right to drink nor the distillers and tavern
keepers of their right to profits; and by mid-century they were mov-
ing from personal temperance to promoting state-enforced
prohibition. 16
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Confederation in 1867 offered new possibilities to create a liberal
society considered to be truly Christian, which, given the perceived
threat of Roman Catholicism to individual liberty, Protestants 
construed as a society in their own image.17 To maintain and extend
their ideals of communal and national well-being, they invested
much time and energy into a host of benevolent societies and moral
reform organizations and mounted extensive campaigns to raise
awareness about their various causes. Where some historians have
understood evangelical self-discipline and reform activities as a con-
servative form of social control, others have demonstrated their
importance in shaping the cultural system of the Victorian middle
class.18 Far from resisting social and economic change, nineteenth-
century evangelicals, in the words of American social historian
Daniel Walker Howe, were “didactic modernizers and civilizers who
embodied their values in such institutional monuments as schools,
universities, hospitals, and insane asylums.”19 They also moved into
political action. In a more complex economy, trains, canals, steam-
boats, and postal services had created new “public abuses” that could
not be countered simply by church discipline or prosecution by the
local magistrate. In the industrializing Canada of the 1880s and
1890s, petitions to government at various levels and plebiscites on
such moral issues as prohibition and Sabbath observance were
prominent efforts whereby Canadian evangelicals as didactic mod-
ernizers constantly updated their methods to meet new concerns.20

In a liberal society where the principle of laicité had replaced
religious establishment, these efforts were the methods of a delibera-
tive democracy. They were, however, also fraught with contradictions
and tensions: between the rights of individuals and the concerns of
communities, between the rhetoric and reality of political office, and
between the needs of workers and corporations, to name but a few.
In the firing line of all these contradictions stood the evangelical
politician, the didactic modernizer who had successfully run for
office. Elected to provide leadership in an industrializing and urban-
izing society, and at the same time expected by his religious
constituency to guard against social secularization, he found himself
in a dilemma that has remained largely unexplored.21 To examine it
more closely sheds a different light from that offered in the account
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of Nelles and Armstrong on the role of Toronto’s mayor during the
Sunday streetcar controversy, but also illuminates the place of evan-
gelicals as didactic modernizers within the liberal state and social
order.

Robert Fleming, born in 1854 of recent Irish immigrants and
raised in Toronto’s working-class Cabbagetown district, was one of
these didactic modernizers. Fun-loving and a self-styled “scrapper
who could lick any kid on the block and was headed for serious trou-
ble,” he decided against his parents’ wishes to leave school at age 12
for a job as a stoker in a nearby wood and coal concern.22 By age 20,
however, he had become a partner in the business and like many of
his contemporaries had embarked upon a life-long pattern of self-dis-
cipline, keeping meticulous financial accounts and attending night
school, as well as a variety of church-related organizations and such
voluntary societies as the Mutual Improvement Literary Society.23

Death was a recurring presence during these years in the
Fleming family, most notably in childbirth of three sisters, and, in
1883, of his own young wife.24 For Robert these losses were coun-
teracted by a practical Christianity, short on pious language but
strong on purposeful living and tempered by a sense of humour. At
some unspecified time around 1873, youthful attendance at Sunday
School had led to membership in the Parliament Street Methodist
Church, on the corner of Oak Street and Parliament. As is evident
from a detailed diary he kept from 1875 to 1878, Sunday was the
one day when as a young man he was able to relax his daily discipline
of working from 6:00 in the morning to 9:00 at night. Instead, the
day was devoted to attending church services morning and evening,
acting as usher, teaching a Sunday School class, and visiting with the
ministers who at various times were stationed in his congregation.
With a number of these ministers he would form lifelong friend-
ships, and in 1878 when he ventured into real estate they became his
first clients, eager to help an ambitious young congregant and at the
same time supplement their small incomes and meagre pensions.25

They also helped to raise his social awareness and political
ambitions. Municipal politics formed a favourite after-church dis-
cussion topic, leading one minister to predict in 1877 that in 20
years young Robert would be mayor of Toronto, the one elected
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office open to someone without private funds or patronage connec-
tions.26 Practical Christianity in the form of lay leadership, ministry
to the poor, and support for temperance was a long-standing tradi-
tion of the Primitive Methodists, the group to which his local
congregation belonged before the unification of all Methodist
denominations in 1884. Elected office offered an opportunity to
work for social and moral reform, and a significant number of congre-
gational members would involve themselves in Toronto civic life. 27

Fleming’s contribution would be to find reform-minded ministers
for the Parliament Street pulpit and conscientiously to look after
their practical needs during their stay.28 Beginning in 1878, the year
the Canada Temperance Act was passed, he also became an ardent
temperance worker and president of the newly formed East End
Gospel Temperance Club, which soon began to play an important
part in ensuring the election of aldermen favourable to the cause.29

After two failed attempts in 1881 and 1882, Fleming was suc-
cessfully elected as alderman for the St. David’s ward in 1886,
thereby joining Toronto’s moral reform forces under crusading may-
oral candidate William Howland.30 Serving two years under
Howland and then another two under Mayor Ned Clark, he gained
a reputation as a moderate reformer with a special interest in tem-
perance and working class conditions. Both were informed by
first-hand observation of the destructive influence of alcohol abuse
and the high unemployment among workers in his ward.31 The first
concern led in 1887 to the passing of what became known as the
Fleming by-law, which cut by a third the number of liquor licences
to taverns and grog shops in the city.32 A second major contribution,
which won him the appreciation of the Trades and Labour Council,
was his success in December 1889 after several earlier attempts to
have the city council pass a by-law requiring all contractors working
for the city to pay their employees a minimum “living wage” of 15
cents an hour.33 Although he had been a supporter of Howland’s
moral agenda, Fleming shared the interest in financial and adminis-
trative reform of the new mayor, Ned Clarke. A vocal supporter of
assessing property at its actual value and a strong critic of land spec-
ulation without development, he put his principles into practice in
1889 when he agreed to serve as chair of the Court of Revision.
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Stoutly resisting all appeals for reassessment of land lying undevel-
oped in the hands of speculators, he made enemies, but also won high
praise from council and from the Globe, which appreciatively noted
that here his principles had gone against his own interests as a real
estate man.34

These interests led him to throw his hat into the race for mayor
in 1892. In 1883 the city had entered a period of growth through
amalgamation and annexation that would see its size almost double in
seven years.35 Fleming had been in the midst of it, and in 1888, when
the Investors Bank suddenly collapsed, he found himself deprived of a
valued source of credit and greatly over-extended financially thanks to
reliance on leverage in expanding his real estate holdings.36 Much of
his financial failure was the result of over-ambition, but the city had
equally over-extended its debenture debt to pay for the local improve-
ments accompanying the huge territorial expansion. In 1890, the year
he left council, Toronto’s economic boom collapsed; property was now
generally considered to have been over-valued and taxes inflated.37

Like many other concerned observers, Fleming attributed the
causes to municipal corruption, inefficiency, and reckless overspend-
ing and saw the office of mayor as the place to begin effecting
change.38 Municipal reform had become a widespread concern
throughout major North American cities as they underwent massive
social and economic change through industrialization.39 Such basic
issues as street cleaning, lighting, firefighting, and public conveyance
became issues of heated debate and, as Michele Dagenais has
observed, were ways in which Canadian municipalities were slowly
becoming part of a civil society ordered on liberal principles.40 In
Toronto, the leading proponents of municipal reform, as described
in the Revenge of the Methodist Bicycle Company, were among the
city’s élite, members of the Board of Trade and intellectuals such as
Goldwin Smith and E. E. Sheppard, iconoclastic publisher of
Saturday Night. Convinced that Toronto could no longer be run like
a village, they decided the time had come to elect as mayor someone
with corporate experience. “A businessman with a business plan,”
this individual would make sound financial investments, bring in
drastic retrenchment in civic expenditure, and administer the city
like an efficient corporation. As candidate for mayor in the 1892
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municipal election, their choice fell on E. B. Osler, stockbroker,
financier, CPR director, and member of an old and distinguished
family of professionals. Reluctant to run but agreeing to serve the
greater cause of civic reform, Osler assumed his candidacy would be
uncontested, only to find himself unexpectedly confronted with
three rivals, of whom the most formidable was Robert Fleming.42

Only 37 years old and, since 1888, happily remarried, Fleming
had been encouraged to seek the position ever since Howland’s
retirement as mayor.43 He realized that his previous association with
Howland’s moral crusades and his background in real estate and
property assessment did not endear him to most of the city’s élite,
who, along with the World and the Empire, threw their support
behind Osler. Though he high-mindedly refrained from attacking
his opponents in person, the Telegram and the News were only too
willing to point out the conflicts of interest into which Osler, as a
director of the CPR, would inevitably be drawn if elected.43 In con-
trast, as his main campaign theme, Fleming argued for honest,
experienced, hardworking, incorruptible elected officials who care-
fully guarded the welfare of Toronto’s citizens against the divisive and
fraudulent influence of wealthy corporations and special interests.44

Unlike federal and provincial politics, municipal government was to
be kept free of party interests, a position solidly backed by the
Globe.45 Prohibitionists likewise emphasized the non-partisan nature
of their movement and took the dim view that party politics only
advanced the nefarious interests of the large liquor concerns.46 The
Methodist denomination, which since the mid-1880s had begun to
show a new interest in moral reform through political action, was
equally strong in its denunciation and distrust of corporations as it
began to champion the threatened interests of workers.47

Fleming could, therefore, in theory, count on the support of a
significant portion of Toronto’s religious and working-class con-
stituencies. Both were also, however, courted by another candidate,
John McMillan, a strong sabbatarian and prohibitionist, and a mem-
ber of the Knights of Labor. With the help of the Mail, McMillan
challenged Fleming’s solidarity with the working man as a former
employer. Under attack as well was his credibility as a prohibitionist,
given the prominent presence of several “non-temperance men” in
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his campaign and the light sentences he had given inebriants the pre-
vious year as a Justice of the Peace.48 As an evangelical, Fleming also
did not fit the mould of the city’s more militant Protestants.49 In his
years as alderman he had assiduously helped individuals in his largely
Roman Catholic ward with job applications and in appealing minor
misdemeanors. Though an Irish Protestant, he remained aloof from
the Orange Order and outspoken in his defence of Roman Catholic
rights.50 In the final days of the election campaign, while expressing
some caution about his earlier connections to the “Howland gang,”
the Roman Catholic Irish Canadian threw its support behind him on
the basis of his strong record as alderman and his “promises of sweep-
ing municipal reform in the future.”51 Though equally critical of the
Howland regime, the press supporting Osler chose rather to draw
attention to Fleming’s humble origins, to the mud of Cabbagetown
that “used to squirt through the toes of young Bob,” and depicted
him as the political pawn of the Liberal party and an economic light-
weight of dubious business practices.52 In short, despite claiming the
high road of non-partisanship, Fleming quickly found himself
embattled in a fractious campaign reflecting the electorate’s different
class and religious interests. Nevertheless, on 4 January, by a small
majority of 350, he managed to win the election.53

Symbolic evidence of his decision to be the mayor of the peo-
ple and not of party interests came at his inauguration ceremony in
mid-January. To the consternation of the city’s élite, instead of the
customary top hat and tails, ”the peoples’ Bob” appeared bare-headed,
wearing a simple black frock coat, an innovation applauded by the
News as evidence of modesty and good taste.54 One of the defining
features of the Howland administration, Desmond Morton has
observed, was to turn the position of mayor into one of unrelenting
activism.55 Fleming followed a similar pattern, but, where Howland
had been strong on the didactic dimension of evangelical politics,
Fleming chose rather to emphasize that of the liberal modernizer by
presenting a businesslike approach to administrative, financial, and
tax reform, all aimed at furthering the city’s prosperity.56 This
included immediate financial retrenchment, an end to such wasteful
expenditures as council members’ trips at public expense, and dis-
missal of redundant or incompetent employees. Attention was also
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paid to improving the city’s infrastructure and to tax reform aimed at
stopping the outflow of manufacturing industries.57 These were all
concerns that had animated the municipal reformers who had sup-
ported Osler, but, where they wished to model municipal
government on an efficient corporation, Fleming’s model was that of
a community in which individual property rights were kept in check
by collective needs. The man elected to be mayor of Toronto, he had
noted in the opening address of his campaign, could not be “the crea-
ture of any political party, nor the exclusive representative of any
corporation, except the great corporation of which every citizen
forms a part.”58

Serving two terms in 1892 and 1893, he ran but was defeated
in 1894 and 1895 and then was again elected in 1896 and 1897.
Throughout each of his campaigns and in his inaugural addresses,
the words “honesty, efficiency, hard work and non-partisanship”
became recurring tropes. These hallmarks of liberal discourse were
important to evangelicals who, as “didactic modernizers,” tried to
counteract the divisive impact of new socio-economic and political
forces by infusing them with shared communal values. They also
appeared frequently in evangelical papers, including the Methodist
press, as it showed a growing interest in public affairs and a concern
to maintain harmonious employer and worker relations.59 In a
recent study of a select number of secular voluntary societies in nine-
teenth-century central Canada, Darren Ferry has noted a similar
emphasis on inclusivity, honest industry, and the elimination of sec-
tarianism and party politics, themes that he argues were aimed at
creating a shared collective identity that fit comfortably into nine-
teenth-century liberalism.60 Whether religious or secular, such
efforts to form collective identities were, however, fraught with con-
tradictions and tensions, which became more evident in the latter
decades of the century with the growing penetration of industrial
capitalism.61

As mayor, Fleming became all too familiar with the tensions of
competing identities, and, as a politician who annually faced the ver-
dict of the electorate, he soon learned that high-minded principles
could be misinterpreted and clash with those of opposing interest
groups. Of all the conflicts he encountered in his years in political
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office none was as challenging as the city’s debate on Sunday street-
cars. It pitted Protestants against Roman Catholics, Protestants
against Protestants, workers against the Toronto Railway Company,
and at times, it seemed, everyone, including valued Methodist min-
isters, against the mayor. When it was concluded, no conflict
exposed more clearly the place of religion within the liberal state.

Since the conflict has been examined in detail elsewhere, only
the essentials as they pertain to Fleming will be repeated here.62

During the two years he had been out of council, the city had
resumed control over the horse-drawn Toronto Street Railway
Company at the expiration of its 30-year lease. Recognizing the
enormous costs involved in refitting the system into a modern elec-
tric railway, council decided in 1891 after lengthy public debate not
to retain public ownership but to seek tenders. As the result of
another drawn-out, corruption-driven process, admirably detailed by
Armstrong and Nelles, the franchise was given to a syndicate headed
by George Kiely and William Mackenzie, a western Canadian rail-
road builder. Included in the contract, as article 40, was an
agreement that the city would allow a plebiscite on the introduction
of Sunday cars if requested by 5,000 ratepayers. The question was of
urgent financial interest to the new Toronto Railway Company, but
it also represented a golden opportunity to bring about change for
those chafing under Toronto’s staid Sabbath and the general moral
tone introduced by the Howland administration. With the generous
financial backing of the company, the supporters of Sunday cars
organized under the leadership of W. F. McLean, owner of the World,
and in record time succeeded in presenting to council a petition with
14,000 signatures. In response and after lengthy stalling, council
agreed to hold a plebiscite on the Sunday car question on municipal
election day, 4 January 1892.

Council’s response was highly unpopular among Fleming’s reli-
gious constituency, and he made no mention of the forthcoming
plebiscite in his campaign speeches. When McLean therefore asked
him to state his position publicly, he simply responded that the
Sunday car question was a matter for the people to decide. The
response won McLean’s approval, but it was also the proper approach
in a society where church and state were separate. Since religion was
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now a matter of individual conscience, Fleming had no hesitation,
however, in adding that personally he did not consider Sunday cars
to be in the citizens’ best interest and would vote against their intro-
duction.63 In a brief exchange of correspondence with Phillips
Thompson, who had fought hard for public ownership of the former
Toronto Street Railway, he agreed that it had not been wise for the
city to lose control of the railway for a 30-year period, but, since con-
tracts had to be honoured, it would be his task as mayor to ascertain
that the company live up to its terms.64

In the ensuing plebiscite, Sunday streetcars were soundly
defeated.65 Assuming the matter had been laid to rest forever, Fleming
briefly noted in his inaugural address that the next step was to ensure
the street railway system met the city’s needs for the next 30 years as
laid out in the contract. The reality turned out to be a good deal
more complicated, involving one highly publicized battle after another
between the mayor and the Toronto Railway Company and inter-
nally between the mayor and various members of council. Privately,
it even penetrated Methodist ranks, for among the company’s
wealthy shareholders were fellow prohibitionists Joseph Flavelle and
George Cox, both of whom had been major lenders to the insolvent
Fleming. 66

On 15 August 1892, after some debate over whether to run the
cars on batteries, an option favoured by the mayor, or trolley, as
advised by the city engineer, the first electric line was opened on
Church Street. Two months later, concerned that it was not receiv-
ing its fair share of revenue as stated in the contract, the city turned
to the courts to order the recalcitrant company to open its books.
Then on 23 December, with the 1893 election just around the cor-
ner, McLean, ever the implacable foe of sabbatarian restrictions on
streetcars, made public a conflict between Fleming and a bankrupt
creditor, George Arkless Rundle, who allegedly had not been paid
$6,000 owed him by the mayor. Fleming, who had been dealing
frantically with mounting personal debts throughout his year in
office, was able, thanks to his meticulous record-keeping, to demon-
strate the falseness of the accusation and charged Rundle with libel.67

The incident did not appear to cost him support, and his record had
been strong enough to result in a landslide victory over his opponent,
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E. E. Sheppard. The campaign also gave him an opportunity to clar-
ify in public the details of the Rundle affair and to apologize to all
who had been affected by his financial losses and promise to repay
everyone the minute this became possible.68

By the summer of 1893, however, thanks to yet another con-
frontation with the Toronto Railway Company, Fleming’s reputation
for honesty and incorruptibility had lost some of its lustre. In May,
the company refused to extend its street lines any further until coun-
cil made up its mind on the type of paving the city was willing to lay
down to meet the new and heavier than anticipated railway tracks.
While council members deliberated the paving question, rumours of
the company’s corruption and use of bribery abounded, implicating
not only a number of councillors but the mayor as well.69

Coinciding with the paving dispute, William Mackenzie, now the
company’s main director, together with the World (again with cor-
porate financial help), launched a request for a second plebiscite on
Sunday streetcars. Having learned by error, they asked that this one
not be tied to a municipal election date but rather be held in the
summer, when the benefits of Sunday excursions by streetcar were
most obvious. In response to the city’s refusal to spend its money on
a special vote, Mackenzie offered to pay the necessary $3,000 costs.70

After considerable stalling, and to the great dismay of those against
another plebiscite, council reluctantly set the date for 26 August
1893.

In early July, now even more determined than the previous year,
both sides began vigorously to mount rallies and counter rallies.
Though denominational pulpits, especially among Presbyterians,
might and often did expound the biblical and doctrinal grounds for
Toronto’s quiet Sabbath, in a liberal society the public defence cen-
tred on freedom of conscience, civic pride, and workers’ rights. To
those who argued Sunday service was vital for a truly modern and
progressive city to attract tourists and investments, the response was
that Toronto’s renowned Sabbath observance was its true source of
pride. Both sides claimed concern for the working class, the one
stressing their right to public transportation and the other the right
of streetcar employees to a six-day working week and a restful
Sabbath. Alarming news from Saint John, New Brunswick, revealed
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that, as a result of Sunday cars in that city, company workers were
now working seven days for six days’ pay. Mayor Fleming was heard
to warn that the same would happen in Toronto once Sunday cars
were accepted.71 There was also an immediate threat to civil rights.
Because council had been forced to accept the summer plebiscite
date when Mackenzie agreed to cover the additional costs of separat-
ing it from a municipal election, there had not been an opportunity
to prepare an updated voters’ list. This situation fuelled the anxiety
that the Toronto Railway Company, given its reputation for corrup-
tion, would undermine the electoral process through impersonation,
bribery, and liquor. Hence, once the date was set, Fleming immedi-
ately sought legal advice, only to learn that, except for elections and
votes on by-laws involving financial expenditure, no clear rules
existed against ballot irregularities at the municipal level.72

On voting day, there appeared to be ample evidence of such a
need for regulations when the Toronto Railway Company distributed
free tickets to voters, liquor was seen to flow freely, and rumours 
circulated of widespread voter impersonation.73 Despite these machi-
nations, Sunday streetcars were defeated, and, to a cheering crowd of
young people, Hart Massey Jr. proclaimed the vote not only a triumph
for the Sabbath but a defeat of immoral corporations.74 The victory,
however, was fragile, for this time its margin had shrunk to just under
1,000. In the 18 months since the first plebiscite, the franchise had
been expanded from ratepayers to manhood suffrage. Seminal work by
American labour historian Herbert Gutman and more recently in
Canada by Lynne Marks and Melissa Turkstra has shown that, contrary
to being uniformly opposed, a significant number of workers, espe-
cially among the more skilled sector, retained a Christian identity.75

Their vote had been counted on in 1892, but this time the influx of
new voters brought more diversity and greater resistance to such
Protestant middle-class moralistic critiques as prohibition and sab-
batarianism. Just before the plebiscite, the Knights of Labor had gone
on record to favour Sunday service, and the Trades and Labor Council
of Toronto had voted 30 to 16 to support Sunday cars.76 Protes tants
were also divided, and among the signatories requesting a referendum
had been the Roman and Anglican Bishops of Toronto. The fact that
William Mackenzie, president of the Toronto Railway Company, was
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Roman Catholic led to further divisions as Orange Toronto rumbled
about investments in the company by his co-religionists.77 Rather than
dwell on the fractures in their ranks, the victors, however, chose to
reassert a shared communal identity. “Thank God that Toronto is a
city set upon a high hill,” had been Mayor Fleming’s response.
William Caven, principal of Knox College, as a good Presbyterian
divine of the modern era, had described the victory not in terms of
“dogmatic theology” but as the preservation of the communal bene-
fits of the Sabbath for all Christians, whether Protestant or Roman
Catholic.78

Despite these proclamations of unity, the 1894 election held
less than five months later would go down as one of the most bitterly
partisan in memory. Much of the animosity was directed against
Mayor Fleming: against the increase in property taxes resulting from
his policy of paying for civic improvements by raising the mill rate
to prevent further extending the city’s debt, against his decision to
stand for a third term despite previous claims to the contrary, and
against his handling of the Toronto Railway Company’s pressure for
the summer vote on Sunday streetcars. The latter was fuelled with
dark hints by at least one newspaper that Fleming’s impecunious cir-
cumstances made him vulnerable to the overtures of large
corporations.79 Opposed to him stood Warring Kennedy, a respected
businessman, Methodist, and prohibitionist who, despite having no
previous political experience, appeared to have a major following
among Methodists and the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union,
Fleming’s usual constituency. Notwithstanding the public support of
a number of leading Methodist clergy and such prominent laymen as
Hart Massey, Newton Wesley Rowell, and Phillips Thompson, as
well as warm accolades on his record by the Globe and the Telegram,
Fleming went down to a resounding defeat of over 4,000 votes.80

Fleming was laconic about his defeat, commenting that he was
as grateful to the voters who had released him from his duties as to
those who had first elected him.81 Then suddenly in October his
political stock again rose. Rumours that a number of aldermen in the
new administration had changed their votes in the awarding of a
contract for new city lighting were sufficiently persistent for Warring
Kennedy, the new mayor, to call a public inquiry to be conducted by
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Judge Joseph E. McDougall. As evidence of bribery and scandal
grew, McDougall expanded the investigation to include the city’s
relationship with the Toronto Railway Company from the time of
the granting of its franchise. Within a few months, with the help of
his formidable counsel Wallace Nesbitt, McDougall uncovered
alarming evidence of longstanding widespread corruption and graft
involving the railway syndicate and a number of aldermen.82 Among
those called to testify was ex-mayor Fleming, who, along with giving
testimony on his continual battles with the Toronto Railway
Company, helped the court’s memory several times by referring to
his extensive scrapbook containing all the newspaper clippings of his
time in office.83 He also did not hesitate to agree to the court’s
request to make his financial accounts available; upon careful
scrutiny, these revealed no evidence whatsoever of dubious transac-
tions.84 The McDougall report was released to the press for public
consumption in November and December 1894. Coinciding with
the informal start of the next civic election campaign, it vindicated
Fleming completely and was promptly published in the Globe.85 On
31 December, with only a week to organize his campaign, Fleming
presented himself as a candidate. Drawing on his usual themes of
sound fiscal management, the need for continued civic reform in the
face of the recent scandals, and the importance of non-partisanship,
he managed to come 45 votes short of winning a viciously partisan
contest aimed at discrediting his candidacy.86 Meanwhile, he had
become actively involved in a nonpartisan citizens’ reform movement
brought about by public indignation at the findings of the
McDougall inquiry and by allegations of impropriety also on the
part of Mayor Warring Kennedy.87 The reform movement eventually
resulted in the introduction of a three-man Board of Control con-
sisting of the mayor and two aldermen elected by council, a move
strongly supported by Fleming.88

In the 1896 election Fleming again presented his candidacy and
this time won against his contender, Alderman John Shaw. In the
view of the Evening Star, the newly elected mayor’s inaugural address
had about it “a businesslike ring ... which was sensible and ‘tak-
ing’.”89 The first few months were indeed a flurry of activity, but by
mid-summer an issue not mentioned in the inaugural address had
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again resurfaced. Several years had lapsed since the last plebiscite 
on Sunday cars, a delay mandated in 1893 by the provincial govern-
ment’s decision that there be a three-year interval between plebiscites.
In the first week of August, just short of the three-year period, an
influential deputation of citizens again approached the mayor and
council demanding that the issue immediately be placed before the
voters. 90 Carefully organized and again well-financed by the Toronto
Railway Company, the request had the backing of 11,000 signatures
and thus could not easily be ignored. Exactly as with the two previ-
ous plebiscites, Fleming responded affirmatively, but, as in 1893, he
gave reasons for delay. Votes in plebiscites were limited to electors on
the manhood franchise list that was two years out of date and would
not be updated until the January 1897 election. More importantly,
he considered it prudent, should the vote this time go in favour of
Sunday cars, to postpone the plebiscite until the city had negotiated
an agreement with the Toronto Railway Company to protect the
rights of its workers.91

Agreement on the terms took much longer than anticipated,
with the result that the vote did not take place until mid-May of the
following year. Most contentious of the city’s demands was its insis-
tence that all company employees be entitled to a six-day work week
of 60 hours with a 24-hour period of rest.92 Efforts by employees to
unionize in 1893 had been rejected by Mackenzie, who preferred to
negotiate personally with his workers individually or in small groups,
thereby making the company their spokesman.93 To test the com-
pany’s assertion that the city’s demand was also unacceptable to the
workers, since those who worked only a few hours a day would be
ineligible to work on Sundays, Fleming arranged an unprecedented
Sunday afternoon meeting in October with the employees. Having
advised the workers to listen to the company spokesmen in silence
for fear of reprisals, he proceeded, against the company’s wishes, to
put the question of the working hours to an immediate vote, with
224 of the 254 present overwhelmingly voting in favour of the city’s
proposal.94 Two days later council’s Committee on Sunday Streetcars
presented its report. It included both a special Sunday fare of eight
tickets for a dollar and a 60-hour six-day week for the company
workers. Mackenzie rejected both as utterly unprofitable and
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impracticable. Those who had deplored the prospect of another
plebiscite rejoiced and assumed the matter had been forever laid to
rest. Newspapers on the other side did not mince words in blaming
the tactics and questioning the motives of those behind the city’s
unreasonable demands. “If the Sabbatarianists [sic] and opponents of
Sunday cars have to adopt such low methods,” the Evening Star
scathingly asserted, “let them adopt them, as low people would adopt
them, and not parade in the gowns of priests while they have the fin-
gers of pickpockets.”95 Both sides considered the matter ended, and
for the next few weeks the newspapers waged battles over two differ-
ent moral issues: the question of maintaining tax exemptions for
churches and charitable institutions in a financially starved city, and
secondly a request by the equally cash-strapped mayor for an addi-
tional $500 to cover in future the many charitable donations he paid
out of pocket as mayor.96

Then suddenly, early in December, the Sunday streetcar
plebiscite debate was revived with the news of an informal agreement
negotiated behind the scenes between the mayor and the Toronto
Railway Company. When the latter had turned down the city’s con-
ditions in October, it had asked its local organizer of the pro-Sunday
car forces, George Bertram, to seek out Fleming privately and find
out on what terms he would support and present to council an agree-
ment that would revive a vote on Sunday cars. Those against Sunday
streetcars had considered the matter closed when the city’s conditions
were rejected, but the mayor and council could not ignore a petition
of 11,000 signatures and a requirement in the franchise contract for
such a vote. Hence, as mayor, Fleming still needed to ensure the best
possible agreement with the company before the city proceeded with
the plebiscite. In conversation with Bertram, whom he knew well
and who had supported him in the 1894 election, Fleming saw an
opportunity to get an even better deal than the one previously pre-
sented. The 60-hour six-day work week remained non-negotiable,
but he added a condition: regardless of the outcome of the Sunday
car plebiscite, the company was to agree to extend its service to
nearby Toronto Island, all for a single fare.97 The latter was to hap-
pen as soon as council agreed to spend approximately $100,000 to
build a swing bridge at the foot of Bathurst Street, including con-
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structing the necessary approaches and securing the right of way.98

By 4 December, a satisfactory agreement had been concluded
with James Ross, vice-president of the Toronto Railway Company,
and Fleming proceeded to place it and his correspondence with
Bertram and the company before council and do his best to persuade
acceptance. The information was, to put it mildly, received with con-
sternation by council members and by those citizens who had
assumed that the company’s rejection in October of the city’s condi-
tions had once and for all ended the matter. The World immediately
proclaimed itself for Fleming, the News considered the agreement to
be a desperate plea for votes, and the distressed Methodist Ministerial
Association at once sent off a deputation to council.99 Nevertheless,
thanks in good part to the mayor’s skills of persuasion, council
agreed in late December to accept the terms he had previously nego-
tiated with the Toronto Railway Company.100 The decision
coincided with the start of the municipal election and thus offered
the press a golden opportunity to comment on the proposed Island
railway, Sunday streetcars, and the mayor’s record. The News strongly
supported Fleming’s contender, Alderman George McMurrich, who
was known to favour Sunday cars; it satirized the World’s new sup-
port for Fleming and chastised the mayor for his duplicity in tying
the vote on Sunday service to a bribe of Island streetcars while pro-
claiming strong personal opposition to Sunday service. Considering
it a calculated election appeal to voters on both sides of the issue, the
News scathingly concluded, “No man in the city of Toronto ever
took such a Machiavellian position.”101

Fleming, on the other hand, in both his private correspondence
and public pronouncements, emphasized that he considered this part
of the deal with the company to be quite separate from the vote on
Sunday cars and of considerable benefit to every citizen of Toronto.102

Throughout his terms as mayor he had shown a special interest in
acquiring parklands for future recreational use at a time when land
remained undervalued.103 Thanks to his experience in real estate, he
was also aware of the development opportunities an Island railway
would eventually offer the city, especially in terms of increased assess-
ment. Appreciative of the way the streetcar had already improved life
for the population generally, he now saw an opportunity for workers
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and their families to travel to the Island on their day off for one sin-
gle cheap fare, should the vote go in favour of Sunday cars.104

After embarking on yet another fractious campaign and
encountering fierce denunciations from some of the city’s pulpits,
Fleming was re-elected by a margin of 1,600 in an unusually large
voter turnout.105 By late March, an agreement had been hammered
out with the Toronto Railway Company for an Island service from
April to November, pending the completion of the necessary bridge
and approaches.106 The costly implications for ratepayers, however,
led to stiff opposition when the agreement was submitted for
approval to the Private Bills Committee of the Ontario Legislature.
After a sustained battle a compromise was reached that, when the
money was required, a by-law would be submitted to the electors
qualified to vote on money matters.107 Since this issue was not tied
to the proposed plebiscite on Sunday cars, Council continued to
finalize the terms of the agreement it would submit to the Toronto
Railway Company should there be a favourable vote.108 Thereupon
it set the date for the plebiscite as Saturday 15 May and agreed to
have printed in the Globe, once a week for three weeks beginning 20
April, a proposed by-law authorizing the Sunday operation of street-
cars. At the same meeting it also accepted a bill authorizing a new
registration of manhood suffrage voters “for the purpose of the oper-
ation of a Sunday service of streetcars in the City of Toronto.”109

Publication of the proposed by-law and voting date immedi-
ately propelled the pro and anti camps into action. Within less than
a week the Citizens’ Anti-Sunday Car Association had completed the
important work of voter registration, and the Citizens’ Sunday Car
Association had inaugurated an equally well-organized campaign. 110

As had been the case in the previous campaigns, religion, political
affiliation, and social class intersected in the leadership of both sides.
Among the prominent supporters of Sunday cars was entrepreneur
Edward Gurney who, like his co-religionist Robert Fleming, had in
the past served as a lay delegate to the Methodist quadrennial
General Conference.111 Met with great approval by the assembled
crowd was Gurney’s plea that, while the wealthy could spend their
Sundays at the ocean or in Muskoka, the men who worked for him
had no alternative on their day off but the Horticultural Gardens or
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Queen’s Park, from which many were barred because of lack of pub-
lic transportation. This argument, in its various forms, was one of the
strongest suits of the supporters of Sunday cars and had become even
more compelling with the increased use of the bicycle.112 There were
no evangelical restrictions on Sunday cycling, and so devout middle-
class cyclists were confronted with the injustice of having an unfair
advantage over their less affluent brethren, whose travels on the
Sabbath were much more circumscribed.113

On the podium of the opponents of Sunday cars one found
equally prominent Methodist businessmen, notably Timothy Eaton
and Chester D. and Walter E. Massey, along with laity from other
denominations including the fiery evangelical Anglican lawyer Samuel
Blake. Clergy provided the overwhelming leadership, and the ardour
of some in the pulpit fed the charges of religious fanaticism and intol-
erance made by those who supported Sunday cars.114 As in the past,
however, efforts were made to counter reason with reason. To claims
that the lack of Sunday cars was holding the city back from its desired
progress, opponents pointed out that the city’s renowned Sabbath had
motivated 24,000 young people of the Methodist Epworth League to
select Toronto as the site for their forthcoming annual conference.
Those for Sunday cars were no less emphatic about their Christian
motivation. As their guest speaker pointed out on the last rally of the
campaign, the change they were seeking was in fact in accordance with
the spirit of Christianity since the founder of Christianity had himself
been accused of breaking the Sabbath. With that in mind, their choice
was to live “under a Christian dispensation of liberal Sabbath obser-
vance or the old Pharasaicial Sabbath.” Streetcars would bring more
people to church and free entirely 1,000 city men employed in the care
of horses.115 When all was said and done, however, each side had to
accept that, in the liberal state, contested matters of religion and
morals were to be decided through the ballot. 

On Saturday 15 May, Toronto’s voter decided by a small mar-
gin of 321 that the time had arrived for streetcars to run on Sundays.
The following day being Sunday and Toronto being a church-going
city, the press sent off its reporters to find out how the decision was
being received in Toronto’s pulpits. The Evening Star’s reporter
selected Methodist Broadway Tabernacle, where the Reverend James
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C. Speer was preaching his final sermon before taking up a new post
in Vancouver. The previous afternoon, as the bitter news had rolled
in to the anti-Sunday car crowd, Speer had shared the podium with
Fleming. That evening he had prepared a sermon that left no doubt
on whose shoulders the defeat rested. Taking as his text the gospel
account of Christ’s betrayal by his own people and applying it to
Saturday’s plebiscite, he was unequivocal that none was more blame-
worthy than Caiaphas, the Jewish high priest and “Mayor of
Jerusalem.” Upon reading the account, Fleming, always a very early
riser, promptly made use of his office’s newly installed telephone,
awakened the minister, and gave him a strong and public reprimand
(courtesy of the newspaper’s next day edition), in which he pointed
out that the real sinner was Speer and not the misrepresented
mayor.116 Throughout the campaign he had received second-hand
accounts of ministers using their pulpits to denounce his agreement
with the Toronto Railway Company, and he had finally had enough.
As he confided to one of his friends, an elderly Methodist minister,
“no matter what a malicious newspaper may say of me, I never think
it worthwhile to contradict ... but I do not expect an unjust and
untrue reflection upon myself from those who should have the best
interests of the City at heart.”117

As is revealed in the testy exchange between the disgruntled
cleric and the wronged mayor, in its small way, Toronto’s six-year
debate over Sunday streetcars was an important but misunderstood
episode in an unfolding story of religion’s place in a liberal society. It
may have been with the intent to rectify such misunderstanding that,
on the same day the Evening Star printed its sensational account of
the Reverend Speer’s sermon, the Globe offered a thoughtful editor-
ial clarifying how the recent plebiscite had been an exercise in
religious voluntarism. Though professing the highest respect for
those who considered Sunday streetcars to be a breach of a divine
command, it pointed out that religion was a matter of liberty, and no
one could impose a sincerely held belief on another. The recent deci-
sion had not been forced on the community by the Toronto Railway
Company but had “been brought about by the free votes of free cit-
izens. We are fellow citizens and fellow countrymen, all alike
interested in maintaining the good name of Toronto and in showing
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that its moral fibre and tone will not be destroyed by the introduc-
tion of a Sunday car.”118

Here in a few words was a defence of the principle of laicïté, but
also a reassurance to those who had lost the plebiscite that political
secularization did not mean social secularization. Religion was a mat-
ter of individual belief, but in late Victorian Toronto it was also a way
of life shaped by customs, childhood training, public opinion, and
memories. Toronto in 1897 was an unusually homogeneous city,
Anglo-Saxon in ethnicity, and largely Protestant in belief and prac-
tice.119 Moreover, as J. M. S Careless has noted, its political power
was shifting from “old families,” whose political prominence had
been derived from land ownership and political patronage, to new
men, whose power came from industrial and economic success.120

Given the close fit that historians have noted between evangelical
and middle-class identity, there was little possibility that the decision
to run streetcars on Sundays would seriously undermine a shared
morality in the coming decades. Indeed, on that fateful Saturday in
May, when it was decided by vote that Sunday cars would come to
Toronto, those who had won the battle had made every effort to reas-
sure the other side that the victory was not one of moral licence and
would not lead to Sunday desecration. 

Those who had been defeated were resolutely committed to
hold the victors to their word and to report all infractions on the
Sabbath. The letters sent to Fleming in the weeks immediately after
the plebiscite and passed on to the appropriate enforcement author-
ities attest to their resolve.121 Though their side had lost on the
Sunday car vote, they had not lost faith in political action. As one
organizer pointed out, the campaign had “brought the young men
and young women of the churches out in a battle for good citizen-
ship and Christian citizenship.”122 As had also been evident in the
charitable remarks of the victors, good and Christian citizenship was
an ideal they shared, and hence there was every indication that the
aftermath of the battle over Sunday cars would not be Toronto’s
slide into social secularization but would see continued civic action
to ensure that evangelical values informed middle-class hegemony.

Electric streetcars had helped shape that hegemony, for, as
Careless has also noted, they differentiated the expanding city by
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allowing the more well-to-do who could afford the more expensive
fare to move to the suburbs, leaving the areas within walking distance
to become predominantly lower-class working districts.123 The results
of the 1897 plebiscite revealed that the vote in favour of Sunday cars
had been heaviest in those areas furthest away from the Horticultural
Gardens and High Park. Thanks to the hard-fought battle for a
reduced fare negotiated by the mayor with the Toronto Railway
Company, the workers of St. David’s and other congested, smoke-
filled wards could now on Sundays enjoy the middle-class pleasures of
parks and gardens (though not yet, as the mayor had hoped, the idyl-
lic setting of Toronto Island), and do so at a reduced fare.124 On the
other hand, the workers of the Toronto Railway Company had had to
forfeit their right to some of those free Sundays.

In the liberal state, God’s time and economic time were being
reconfigured into a liberal order in which freedom of religion, tech-
nological change, and attendant concerns for social justice had
become inextricably connected. With little guidance other than
moralistic advice from clergy, the task of addressing the tensions,
contradictions, and exclusions resulting from religion’s engagement
in the marketplace was left in large part to evangelical politicians like
Robert Fleming.125 They assumed this role as didactic modernizers
who both welcomed economic change and at the same time tried to
set communal limits. The result of the 1897 plebiscite was not what
Fleming had wanted; as he told the saddened crowd assembled on 15
May, he especially regretted that “those growing up would have a dif-
ferent impression of the Sabbath than the present generation.”
However, he also reminded his listeners that they had fought the
good fight and “although the cars had come they were not responsi-
ble for them.”126

The introduction of Sunday streetcars in Toronto, despite the
anxieties of its opponents, was not a victory for secularization, but
simply an acceptance of the principle of laïcité. In late Victorian
Toronto, the latter meant freedom to vote according to conscience,
but it also meant moral responsibility to ensure, through tireless,
well-organized, and disciplined activism, that a liberal society was a
Christian society. Toronto’s evangelical “Saints” in the twentieth cen-
tury would reorganize institutionally as the United Church of
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Canada, which, as its most recent historian has demonstrated, used
every modern means to connect personal faith with civic engage-
ment, thereby maintaining a prominent voice for religion in
Canadian society until the 1960s.127 A similar case has been made
for the Roman Catholic Church in Québec. In both instances, not
until the advent of the welfare state and growing religious pluralism
did Christian institutions and beliefs lose their public voice and pres-
ence and could one confidently speak of social secularization.128

That is another story, but only with greater attention to the histori-
cal influence of political secularization will its place in Canada’s
liberal order be made clear. 
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